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Abstract 
Mastroianni, G., Uniform convergence of derivatives of Lagrange interpolation, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 37-51. 
Uniform convergence of derivatives of Lagrange interpolation at the union of zeros of Jacobi polynomials and 
some additional points is investigated. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that if we consider, for example, the interval [ - 1, l] and take as nodes for a 
Lagrange interpolation process L, the zeros of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, the 
corresponding Lebesgue constant 
m 
has minimal order, i.e., I] L,, 11 = m). In case, given Lipschitz-Dini continuous 
f, the polynomials converge to f [ - 1, 11. 
The theory of orthogonal polynomials presents further examples of sets of nodes with 
minimal-order Lebesgue constants; for instance, see [14, p.3351. The best-known ones are the 
zeros of classical Jacobi polynomials pzfl(x), with (Y, p < - $, and the Clenshaw’s abscissas 
{cos(kn/m - 11, k = 0, 1,. . . , m - 1). 
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hand, several sets of nodes give rise to Lebesgue constant with order higher 
instance, if we consider the zeros of p,:@(x) with y = max(ar, p) > - i, we 
= O(mY”‘/“). 
In the case of equispaced nodes the situation is even worse: 
L, 11 = O(e”l,“). 
The constants I] L,,# ii play a crucial role in deriving uniform convergence estimates for 
numerical methods based on Lagrange interpolation processes. The construction of new sets of 
knots with optimal-order Lebesgue constants appears then to be of interest. 
To this end, in this paper, we show that by adding some nodes, we can transform any set of 
Jacobi zeros, in particular with y > - +, into sets of points with ]] L, 11 = O(log m). The 
technique of adding nodes near the point &- 1 was introduced first by Szabados [13] and then by 
Run& and Wrtesi [ 121 in order to prove theorems of simultaneous approximation by Lagrange 
interpolation. Recently, this procedure has been extensively used by many authors; we recall 
among them [2-4,9]. 
Then we prove that there exist infinitely many sets of nodes such that the associated 
Lagrange interpolation polynomials can be used to simultaneously approximate a function f 
and its derivatives in the uniform norm; we also derive pointwise and uniform error bounds, 
which are in a certain sense optimal, for the corresponding errors. The case of multiple knots is 
also r=ousidered. 
2. Preliminaries 
In what follows, Y’ denotes positive constants independent of the variables given in a 
particular context. In addition, if A and B are two expressions depending on some variables, 
then we write A - B if 1 A/B I ’ ’ G c uniformly for the variables under consideraticn. 
Let r*‘-“(x) = (1 - x)‘( 1 +x)“, r, s E IR, x E [ - l5 11. Consider the Jacobi weight 
r~~*~(s)=(l-x)a(l+x)B, ar> -1, p> -1, xE[-l,l], 
and denote by { p,;B}zzu the corresponding system of orthogonal polynomials with positive 
leading coefficient. Let { xk = x,~,~}F~ 1 be the zeros of p,,, = pzB indexed in increasing order, 
and denote by L,&*a*fi; g) the Lagrange polynomial interpolating a bounded function g at 
those zeros. 
Given two positive integers r and s, we introduce the additional points Yj = Y,,,j, j = 1,. . . , s, 
and Zj = Z,,_j’ j = 1,. . . , r, such that 
-l<y,<y,< *.- <y&X,< “‘X,,,<Z,<Z2< ..*z,<l, 
x, -y, - m-‘yz, -xm, 
Yj-Yj_, -m-‘, j=2 ,..., s, Zj-Zj_1 mrnd2, i=2 ,..., r, 
uniformly in m E N. 
(2 1) . 
(2.1’) 
(2.1”) 
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Obviously, we can choose the additional points in several ways. 
following: 
j 
Y m,j .= - 1 + $1 +&J, j=O, l,..., s-l, 
39 
A natural choice is the 
2 .=x tn.1 m .m + ‘tl -xm,m)~ i= I,2 )...) r. r 
Then, for a given bounded function g, we denote by L,n,r,s(va*P; g ) the Lagrange interpolating 
polynomial of degree m + r + s - 1 interpolating g at the points y ,, y,, . . . , y,, x,, x2,. . . , x,,,, 
Zl, Z Z 2,“‘9 I’ 
Having defined the polynomials 
A,(x) = 1, A,(x) = fi (x - Yj)9 s > 0, 
j=l 
B,(x) = 1, B,(X)= n(X-Zj), r>O, 
j=l 
and denoted by [ZQ, . . . , u,, * g] the divided difference of g at the points ZQ,. . . , zt,,, for any 
bounded function f we can write 
L ,n,r,s(~~u7p; f; x) 
+A_q(X)P,n(X)Lr 
where 
f 
L, -. 
i I ASP,, ’ x 
(2 2) . I 
f(z*) f 
= As(ZI)P,?*(ZI) 
+ ~(x-z,)(x-z2)--(X-zi_*) 
[ 
Z1....,Z.‘- 1 “A,Pm ’ r > 0, i=l 
(2 3) . 
f 
L, -* 
1 1 4 PI,, ’ x 
fo4 
+ i (x -Yl)(x -Y2) ” (x-Yyi-*) Yl,**.7 Yi;Bp 7 
[ 
f 
= Bs(Y,)Pm(Y*J i=l s > 0. r m 1 
(2 4) . 
To complete the definition, we set L,n,o,o = L,,. 
If f E C(q)([ - 1, l]), we assume that the additional points yi =J,,i, j = 1,. . l , S, and zi = Zm,i, 
i= l,..., F, satisfying (2.1) and (2.1’), have multiplicities aj and pi with 0 G pi, aj d 4, i = 1,. . l 9 r, 
j= l,..., S. Then we define the integers r, s such that r = F + c;= 1 pi and s = i + cf= 1 gj. 
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Summing up, when f~ Ct9)([ - 1, l]), we assume that the points y,, . . . , y, and q,. . . , z, 
coincide in groups of pi, i = 1,. . . , F, and tag, j = 1, l l . , S, respectively. In this case we have 
Hermite interpolation. Since the divided drfferences are defined also for inultiple points, 
(2.2)-(2.4), with the obvious change, remain meaningful also when L, r ,( ,@; f> is a Hermite 
intqxdating polynomial. Divided-difference interpolation at possibly ‘coalescing added nodes 
was first used in [2]. 
Finally, in the case of multiple additional points si,ud only in this case) we shall assume r, 
s < q + 1. For instance, if we choose as additional knots the +nts - 1 and + 1 with multiples  
and r respectively, with r, s < q + 1, then L,,&u~*~; f> is the Heamite interpolating polyno- 
mial defined by 
L,.,,( uaT f; Xk) =f (x,)9 k=l,2 ,..., m, 
L _s(vaV@, f; -l)=f”‘(-1), j=o, l,..., s-l, (2.5j 
L m.r.s (v”*@, f; 1) = f’“, i=o, l,..., r- 1. 
We need some further notations. Let P, denote the set of polynomials of degree n at most. Let 
o( f; 6) be the modulus of continuity defined by 
o(f; a)= su~II&fIl~--~.~-~~, Ilf II = mm If(x 
he3 IX/G1 
We write f E Lip& if o(f; 6) GM@. We set 
II jT II 0 = II f II, ll f II k = max 11 f(j) 11. . 
Odsk 
(2 6) 
Moreover, we define the mth Lebesgue constant II L , , m r sW*B) II as the norm of the operator 
L ( ua*@) : C + C, i.e., m.r.s - 
= SUP II L, * *(va5 f) II * 
I!f!kl ” 
Finally,weset E,(fi=min,,~“IIf-PII, fEC. 
3. The main results 
In this section we show that the polynomial L,,&v~*~, f) is a good approximation of the 
function f and of its derivatives imultaneously, when the parameters U, p, r, s are chosen 
conveniently. 
eorem 3.1. Let L,.,,( va*@, f 1 be the polynomial defined by (2.2) with f E C(@([ - 1, 111, q 2 0. 
Let h be an integer with 0 < h < q. If 
;(h+a)+l ~<r<$(h+cu)+~(h+p)+~<s&(h+p)+$, (3 1) . 
then, for m 2 4q + 5 we have 
(3 2) 
. 
xhere 1x1 < 1, i=O, 1 , . . . , h , 0 < h < q and c is a positive constant independent of m, x and f. 
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The previous theorem improves a result obtained in [Xj. The authors, in fact, using zeros of 
ultraspherical polynomials F,$“, prove the inequality 
llf (9 _ L(i) m,r,r (vasa. 9 f>ll GC 
m(ftq); m-l) 
rip-i log m, i=o ,..., 4, 
when 
$(q+cu)+$<r<$(q+a)+$ 
(cf. [12, eq. (1.3)]. 
Moreover, from [12, Observatior q2.2 and 2.31, our procedure seems more flexible. 
From Theorem 3.1 the next corollary follows immediately. 
Corollary 3.2. With the notations and the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and 11 l 11 h as in (2.6), we 
have 
llf 1 - f ,a4 m,r,s\ 9 f)ll I1 Gc 
Em-G(f (q)) log m 
m4-lf 9 
where m >, 4q + 5,O Q h G q and c denotes a positive constant independent of m and f. 
From the obvious inequality 
II Lm,r,s(va’P~ f )Ilh G Ilf 1111 + Ilf -Lm,r,s(va’P~ f )llh, 
and using (3.3) with q = h, we derive the useful estimate 
II Lm,r,s(UasP) 1111‘= SUP II Lm,,,,( ‘Ja*‘, f ) Ilh G c log m, 
II f II 1, = 1 
which holds for h > 0 and wheu (3.1) is satisfied. 
(3 3) . 
(3 4) . 
Remark 3.3. Assume h = 0. If the inequalities 
+a! -t +<r<++;, ;fl++<s<;fi+; 
are satisfied, then the estimate 
(3 5) . 
Ilf -L m,r,s (v”*P, f)(l Gc Em-q(f (P)) log m mq (3 6) . 
holds. Therefore, Corollary 3.2 assures that, choosing as nodes of interpolation the zeros of the 
mth Jacobi polynomial p$, with (K, ,fl > - ! we can determine by (3.5) the number<< s and r of 
nodes that we must add near 1 and - 1, respective& iq order that (3.6) holds. 
We further remark that, having fixed the zeros of the Jacobi ~olvnomial pzp, in general it is 
necessary to use the additional nodes to obtain (3.6). Indeed, if QI, p * - ,!. then (3.5) gives 
r =S = 0 and we find the well-known estimate [14, p.3351 
11 f -Lm(PP, f)II acE.“-~~‘“‘)log m, a, p d -;. 
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However, in the case LY, /3 > - :, if one does nat use the additional nodes, then [14] 
which is worse than (3.6). 
Summarizing, in the case of Jacobi zeros it is possible to change in an easy way “bad” 
matrices (in the meaning of (3.7)) into “optimal” ones (in the meaning of (3.6)). 
As an example, we consider the system of interpolation nodes 
Tt = - cos ~,k=l.....m),~,,,. Tz=(-cos2z:gr, k=l,..., ml_.,, 
I 2k - 1 
T3 = 
\ -coS2m + 1 
R, k = l,...,m 9 
mEN 
corresponding to the Jacobi weights 
d_, g, F, 
x -X 
respectively. If we interpolate a continuous function f at the nodes of the systems T,, T,, T3, 
then in view of (3.7) the error is O( Em__& f >/mq- ‘). 
On the other hand, applying (3.5) to each previous weight, we obtain r = s = 1 for the first, 
s = 0, r = 1 for the second, and finally s = 1, r = 0 for the last. Consequently, interpolating any 
continuous function f E C’Q)([ - 1, l]), on each of the systems of nodes Tl* = T, u { +_ l}, 
Tz = Tz u {l}, 7-T = T3 U { - l}, the interpolation error is given by (3.6). The case of matrix T,* 
has already been examined in [6,15]. 
Remark 3.4. Corollary 3.2 is also useful in interpolation processes in which the values of the 
function f E Cq@([ - 1, l]), and of its derivatives at the points + 1 are used. We can ask: assume 
the value f (‘I( - 11, i = 0, 1,. . . , s - 1, px:d f (j)( + 0, j = 0,. . . , r - 1,O < r, s d q + 1, are known; 
then find m nodes x,, x2,. . . , x, E ( - 1, 1) and construct the interpolating Hermite polyno- 
mial P defined by 
P(xl,) =f(x,), k= 1, 2 ,..., m, 
P(i)( - 1) = f (i)( d I), i=O, l,..., s- 1, 
P(j’(+l)=f”‘(+l), i=O, l,..., r- 1, 
such that 
II f -- P II h G 
E,n -(I( f (“7 ,og m 
. 
m q - I1 
Coroliary 3.2 assures the existence of such a polynomial and it is I,,,,,,,( L@, f ), where the 
node - 1 has multiplicity s, the node 1 has multiplicity r, and the parameters CY, p, r, s verify 
(3.5). Further, since (3.5) are equivalent to 
2r-$ -h<a<2r-4-h, 2s-~-h<~g2s-~-k, (3 9) . 
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it is possible to choose x 1, . . . , x, in infinitely many ways; that is, the nodes xi, i = 1,. . . , m, can 
be the zeros of any Jacobi polynomial p$ with cy, p satisfying (3.9). 
For instance, if the values f( &- 1) and f’< + 1) are known (i.e., r = s = 2), then the polynomial 
verifying (3.8) wiih h = 1 is Lm,Jv‘@, f) with $ < LY, p < 5. 
In this case the Chebyshev zeros of first and second kind are not suitable. Furthermore, 
when the endpoints + 1 have multiplicities s and r, respectively, with r, s <q + 1, and 
f (a E Lip,,,+, the estimate (3.2) can be improved. Indeed, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let L,n,,,( c”*~, f) be the polynomial defined by (2.5) with r, s < q + 1 and CY, 
p> -$ Le;$(~)~Lip,h,q~O,O=),~!. If 
$(q+~+h)+~<r<$(q+a+h)+$, $(q+P+h)+&s<$(q+fi+A)+;, 
(3.10) 
then 
IfyX)-L$&P~, ; x fC ii-7 f )I ( I 
q+A-i 
log m, 
m 
(3.11) 
where 1x1 ~1, i=O, l,...,min(r-1, s-l), m>,4q+5 a iid c denotes a positive constant 
independent of x, m and f. 
Estimate (3.11) is of the type of Telyakovskii-Gopengauz and improves a previous uniform 
estimate proved in [8, Theorem, p.1441. 
Remark 3.6. All previous results are still valid if we replace the Jacobi weight valP by the 
weight 
w(x)=4(X)U”*fi fi Itk-xp, 
k=l 
with Cy, p> -I,y,<O, --1<t,< l ‘* <t,<l,O~~EQ=and/‘,w(~;u)u-‘du<w. 
4. The proofs 
We need some preliminary results. Let xk = x,,k be the zeros Of pm =pzP, and Set 
~~~cos8~,k=0,1,...,m+1,wherex~=-l=-x,+~andO~8k~~.Then 
8, - ok+* N m-‘, (4 1) . 
uniformly with respect to m E N and k = 0, 1,. . . , m (cf. [lo, Theorem 9.22, p.1661). 
Having defined the Cotes numbers h, = hm,k( va*P) as 
it results 
1 
Am,k(va’P) N -u~+~/~*~+‘/~(x~), 
m 
(4 2) . 
uniformly for m E N and k = 1, . . . , m (cf. [lo, Theorem 6.3.28, p.1201). 
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if prfl =~,9’@~ then 
_- 
&JA); <c(dl --x +m-‘) 
-M’[dE +m_,)-#W2, 
uniformly for - 1 < x < 1 and .m E N (cf. [I, Theorem 1 .l, p.2261). In addition, 
(p&.*(x)( -ma+1’2, l-cm-2Qx<1, 
pm(x)1 -ms+‘/2, -1 <x,< -1 +cms2, 
uniformly for m E (cf. [ 10, Theorem 6.3.28, p.1201). Furthermore, 
1 pm_ ,(x,*J 1 - (1 -x,,~)--“‘2+ “4(l +x,*J8’2+1’4, 
(4 3) . 
(4 9 . 
(4 5) . 
(4 6) . 
ulliformly for m E N (see [ 111). 
Finally, we recall that 
where d denotes the index of the node closest to x and c is a positive constant independent of 
m and x (cf. [ 10, Lemma 9, p.1091). 
Lemma 4.1. rf - $ < y, 6 \( i, then 
m 
c 
(1 -x&l +x$ 
mix-x,i 
,(c(\/ll, -m-’ )2y-1(&G +rn-‘~‘-* log m, 
I=k#:d 
ix-1 d, (4 8) . 
wit. some cortstant c independent of m and x. 
Proof Assume x > 0. Then 
k+d mix-x,1 
c + c } (1 ---x;~Vx+;k’, . 
- 
k<C-1 kad+l’ k 
;r: (1 -x&l +xJ -= 
Moreover, 
krd- 1 
c <(~iTF +m-‘)2s-1 x (l -xk)y 
k>d+ 1 k>d+l mlx--xkI l 
Thus in view of (4.7, inequality (4.8) follows for x > 0. In the same way we proceed for x < 0 
and the lemma is proved. q 
The fundamental Lagrange polynomials /m,kfxJY k = 1, 2,. . . , m, have the follO!ving expres- 
sion: 
i 
P;%) 
‘m,k(x) = GmA&!&.,,.,)x x ) O<a,<l. - 
m,k 
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Denoting again by d the index of the 
V,&)I h, 1 
knot close:! to x, one has 
(cf. [ 10, Theorem 33, p.l3’1]). 
From (4.2) and (4.6) we deduce 
Ila/2+3/4, p/2+3/4 ( 1 xk 
mI?-xkI l 
45 
(4 9) . 
(4.10) 
To prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 we need some preliminary lemmas. The following result is due 
to Gopengauz and Telyakovskii (cf. [7, Theorem, p.1131). 
Lemma 4.2. For every ftrnction f E Clq)([ - 1, l]), there exists an algebraic polyflomial Q, of 
degree m > 4q -P- 5, such that 
(4.19 \ 
where -l<x<i,i=O,l , . . . , q, c is a positive constant independent of m, f and x. 
Lemma 4.3. For every function f E Ctq)([ - 1, l]), there exists an algebraic polynomial P, of degree 
fm > 4q + 5, such that 
If(i)(x) -P$(x)i <c (4.12) 
where -1 <x-C, 1, i=O, IV ,..., q, c is a positive constant independent of m, f and x. 
Proof. Let qm be an algebraic polynomial of degree m > q, such that I] f (9) - 42) II < E, _q( f (4)). 
Then hy Lemma 4.2, there exists a polynomial Q,, m 2 4q + 5, such that 
I(f-q,n)‘i’(X) - Q;‘( \I .x,, .c[ -~)q-‘dI((f-ql)Y~) 
~2c \/iTF q-i ( I 
G2c[p j 
If -q!Al 
2 
q-i 
- x 
m KP -q(f (q))* & 
From the last inequality we deduce (4.12), with P, = q,,, + Q,. q 
Lemma 4.4. Let 4, be an algebraic polynomial of degree m, such that 
IZj,(x)I<c Jlmx1+-$)‘, !xi <l, 
( 
aER. 
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42 1 a-i 
+- , m2 I 1x1 d 1, j<m. m 
~t~~h~*~ore, if the polynomial q,,, has in + 1 two zeros of multiplicity [a] + 1 ([a] = integer part 
a), then 
The first part of the previous lemma can be found in [5, Theorem 7.1.31, while the second 
one is in [7, p.1691. 
Lemma 4.5. Let L, and L, be the polynomials defined by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. Let 
EC(~)([-I, ii>, O<h<q, and r,,,_Id=f-P,_,, *where P, is the polynomial defined by 
Lemma 4.4 and corresponding to the firnction f. If 
$(h+a)+$ sr&(h+cu)+& $(h+@+$<s<+(h+p)+;, (4.13) 
trcn i& 
B,(X)PzwL S( $; x)1 <c(T + $)‘Em_q(f(q)), 
< 1 and c is independent of x, 
f, At first we prove (4.14) with the 
have 
fandm>4q+S. 
assumption, that the additional knots are simple. We 
1 rm-dG) I 
IA,(z, jic?(zk) I ’ 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
where 
A;‘(r,)l < 1, 1 PETRI -m”+‘/’ 
and by (4.121, 
I rm- ,(zk) I G ---&,&f (q))S 
Furthermore, by (2. II) we have 
r 
II 
1 Y -Zi I 
l=k#i IZk-Zil 
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and consequently 
47 
IL&f; x)1 < c(JiTi + m-‘) 2v-2 Em+$?( f(,)) m2q+a+ l/2 * (4.16) 
Now we suppose that some additional knots coincide and r, s < q + 1. Proceeding as in 19, 
Lemma 4.21, inequality (4.16) follows again. Assume 1 - cm -* < x G 1. In that case, 1 pzs( X) 1 
- ma+li2 and 1 A,(x) 1 < c. So (4.14) follows. If - 1 <x < - 1 + cmB2, then 
Ip;-@(x)I -m@+1/2, I A,(x)1 <cm-*, rndiT > 1, 
and we have 
Since (3.1) assures that 2s - /3 - $ - h 2 0, and h + Q! + 5 - 2r > 0, then (4.14) follows. Finally, 
we assume I x I \< 1 - cmv2. In this case 
and 
A,(x) - (1 +x)“. 
Therefore, by (4.1161, we have 
From this last inequality and recalling that 1 /m2 < c( 1 - x 2, and $( a! + ki + : - r >, 0, we 
deduce 
4(x)P,“,wLr (3; X)1 
GC 
Etn-q(f (‘I) 
(1 -x)8’2(1 +x) s-/3/2+ 1 +(A+a)/2-r 
m29-h 
. 
Now, if x > 0, then we use (1 + x)‘-P/~+~ +(h+a)/2-r < (1 + x)lri2. On the other hand, if x < 0, 
then observe that s - $ i- 1 + i(h + a) - r > ih. Thus we can write 
and (4.14) follows. Similarly we can prove (4.15) and the lemma is completely proved. q 
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of Theorem 3.1. Denoting by r,,, _ 1 = f - F’ _ 1, where Pm _ 1 is the polynomial defined by 
Lemma 4.3, corresponding to the function f, we have 
f”‘(X) +Lg,,*,(ua*y f; x) =rZQx) -L$!r,(ua*@, rm+; x) 1 . 
=&(x) - 
[ 
A,(x)pzs(x)L, 
i 
uasB,$; x) 
s m’ 
ua*@,$$; x 
I’ 
(i) 
- B,(x)~~~(x)L, 
r m 1 w 
- A,(x)B,(x)L, u’+; x 
s r )I 
=:I,(x) +Iz(x) +Is(x) +I&), 
for i=o, l,..., h. By Lemma 4.3, 
IIl(X)l <c 
\/m q-j 
i 1 m Em-q( f (‘))= 
In view of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 we also have 
( 
Ji--J 1 q-i 
!qxjI,!~+)i \cc m + --$ 1 Em-q( f “))* 
Therefore, 
f (y x) - L!&,( va*y f )I 
J1-;;” 1 q-i 
; x < c ( m +2 .?z I Em-a(f (‘I) 1. / 
1 
(i) 
(i) 
+ A,(x)B,(x)~:~(x)&, uaVB, A k-d_ p ; x s r m’ )I 
(4.17) 
To evaluate the second term on the right-hand side of (4.171, we denote by xd the zero of pzB 
closest o x E [- 1, 11, and we write 
f 
t 
‘m-l 
\ 
A,(XjiSr(XjL, Va’B,-* 
A,B,’ x J 
=As(x)Br(x)‘m d 
rm(xd) 
’ As(Xd)Br(Xd) 
+4wMx) t 1 
rm(xk) 
l=k#d mlk As(xkPr(xk) 
=:r, +rp (4.18) 
Since 1 I,,#! 1 
can write 
- 1 bee (4.9)), 1 A,(x)B,(x) 1 hr 1 As!xd)Br(xd) 1 and in view of Lemma 4.3 we 
(4.19) 
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Furthermore, by (4.10) and Lemma 4.3 and recalling that 
IA,(x)B,(x)l YJ”‘(~), 1x1 < 1 -cm-*, 
we deduce 
! r2 I G c I Aq(x)B,(x)~:‘+) I 
&?I -q( F9)) 
mq 
(1 -x,1 
u/2+3/4+q/2-rtl +xkj@/2+3/4+q/2-s 
I=k#d mIX-XkI 
with r=#z+a)+$-r, s=i(h+p)+$-s. By(3.1)we have -$<r, S<$.Soapplying 
Lemma 4S, 
m 
c v”‘(xk) 
+k#d m I m -xk I 
< +/iq + m-l)h+a+1/*-*r(\/1;-+7; +m-l)h+B+l/*-*s log m. 
On the other hand, 
IA,(x)B,!~)p;sfi(~)l <c(JiTF +m-1)2r~a-1’2(&iT +m-‘)2s-P-1’2, 
and therefore, 
hE,_9(f(V))log m 
m9-h . (4.20) 
Combining (4.19) and (4.20) with (4.18), we have 
m 
A,(x)B,(x)L, 
hEm_q(fO) log pT 
nFh 
I . 
m 
Finally, applying Lemma 4.4 with 0 < i < h, we deduce 
h I ii As(x)Br(x)L,(u”.‘y~; X 
(i) 
ill ( dm <C h-i Em-,( f(9)) m9-1; log m. IL s r m 
The proof of the theorem is complete by inserting the last inequality in (4.17). q 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By the assumptions of the theorem, the polynomial Lm,r,sW~B, f) is 
defined by (2.5) and A,B, = v's'. Furthermore, if fin_ 1 = f - Q,_ 15 and Q,_ 1 is the polynomial 
of Lemma 4.2 corresponding to f, then Fz’ I( - 1) = Oj j = 0, 1,. . , s - 1, and P$!_ 1( + 1) = 0, 
j=o, l,...,r - 1, s <q t 1. Thus, 
1 f ‘i’(X) - LzFr,s(VCaP, f; x)1 < IFg’-,(x)I + I[ qx)Lm( vy%; x)](i)i. 
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a 4.2 we have 
To apply Lemma 4.4 we must still evaluate the polynomial P(x)L,( Vale, F”, _ JP; x). Thus 
that ftq) E Lip& and proceeding in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we 
get 
j/m q+h 
m )  I v’wP2wj c vyp”( x,) \ mq+A - c,dmlx-xklj’ (4.21) 
where y = ~(a+q+h)+~-randS=~(B+q+A)+~-s. 
%y (3.10) we have - i < y, 6 < $. Therefore, in view of Lemma 4.1 and for x1 < x < x,, we 
csen write 
c 
vY*6 ( ) xk 
< c(1 -x) a,,‘Z+(q+A)/Z+ l/. -r (1 +x1 
fl/2+(q+M/2+ 1/4-r 
ktdmIx-xkI 
log m. 
Since 
&F( x)pZ”(x) 1 < c( 1 - x)r-a’2- li4, x1 <x <x,, 
it follows 
t’r’= _~ m Ca$,- ( )L ( ‘:Lj;x)l,,( v)q+AIDgm, )xI<1-cm-2. (4.22) 
NCF, tve sttppose x, <x < 1. Then, taking into account hat 
x--k ry 1 -xk, i P:*~(x)~ m ma+li2, v’**(x) < 2(1 -x)~ 
and by (4.X), we deduce 
1 
i;m-1 
1 
vr*s(x)L, va*yy; x <cm 
V’ ii 
(1 _X)rma+1/2 E ~Y-ld( xk) 
m(l+A -. 
k=l m 
By (3.10) it results r 2 $<q + A) + $a + a. Then, by the assumption a! > - $, 
(1 -x) ‘ma+l/2 G (1 _x)(4+h)/2(1 _X)a/2+V4ma+l/2 
G (1 _x)(9+A)/Z( 1 _ x,)a12+ 1/4ma+ l/2, 
and we obtain 
(1 -x)rm a+t’Z < c(1 -x2)(q+A)‘2, x, <x < 1. 
Therefore, 
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Since - i < y, S < i, it is easy to prove that 
m uY-lJ 
c 
( ) xk 
bC log nz. 
k=l m 
Then (4.22) still holds for x,,~ < x < 1. In the same way we can proceed in the case - 1 < x G x,. 
Then 
Applying Lemma 4.4 to this last inequality, Theorem 3.5 easily follows. •I 
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